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SHEET 1 – TEAM COMPOSITION
Shane Thompson Architects, Brisbane
Local Architect

International design team experience: Gardens by the Bay, Singapore

Shane Thompson is a prominent Australian architect with a significant
reputation for leading the successful design and delivery of major
public and private sector projects.

Above: With an anticipated five million visitors a year, Gardens by the Bay received
1.7million visitors in its first three months alone, and has gone on to exceed expectations
in visitor numbers in its first year; it is recognised internationally as a hugely exciting
destination, and celebrated locally – such as being featured on stamps and memorabilia.

Wilkinson Eyre Architects, London, UK –
Lead Architect – New Arts Museum,
Living Arts Centre & Green Bridge
Wilkinson Eyre Architects is a leading UK architectural practice
with a portfolio of national and international award-winning projects.
We have developed strong experience cultural and leisure buildings,
as well as an award winning portfolio that spans many sectors.

Our team is deeply aware of the importance of this opportunity to
provide an unforgettable and distinctive new cultural landscape
for the Gold Coast, to create a cultural centre of gravity: a new,
distinctly Gold Coast and distinctly 21st Century public place
which represents the Council, community and the sense of pride
within the city. We have assembled a team whom we believe can
provide the highest quality design for the Gold Coast Cultural
Precinct (GCCP) which responds to the key drivers, vision,
local ambitions and cultural significance of the project.
Our combined team offers a proven ability to work together
in the design and delivery of innovative cultural architecture,
unforgettable landscape experiences, and successful and
engaging public realms. Crucially, this combines internationally
renowned, award winning facilities, as well as local projects
that demonstrate the team’s strength in delivering projects
directly in the Gold Coast’s sub-tropical climate.
Our team comprises the core design organisations and key
individuals of the award winning Gardens by the Bay, Singapore.
Although the team’s working relationship spans multiple projects,
Gardens by the Bay exemplifies an integrated, international
approach and working methodology, and demonstrates our
ability to deliver world-class cultural buildings, distinctive
landscapes and appropriate supporting engineering and
infrastructure. The delivery of Gardens by the Bay took six
years from original ideas to the opening in June 2012 which
has involved very close collaboration between members of the
design team to develop a unique and highly successful working
relationship – one that we would draw and build upon to deliver
a landmark statement for the GCCP. We believe this experience,
shared by Wilkinson Eyre, Grant Associates and Atelier
Ten, demonstrates our capability and suitability in
engendering the GCCP to reach its full potential as
a distinct, integrated attraction for visitors and locals alike.
Our team also draws from the essential contribution of local
consultants Shane Thompson Architects, Lat27, Robert Bird
Group, Design Flow, Turner and Townsend, EMF Griffiths

and M/CK Art. Their combined experience demonstrates an
unparalleled appreciation, understanding and experience
of the Gold Coast which will inform a solution for the GCCP
which embodies the cultural and civic ethos of the Gold Coast,
recognises and responds to the physical characteristics of the
site, and design within the sub-tropical climate.
We will work as a complete team from the outset, with close
working between local and international consultants through
a series of workshops, visits and seconded staff in order to
knowledge-share, ensuring that the emerging responses for
the Artscape, New Arts Museum and Living Arts Centre are
appropriate and compatible, not only across technical issues
such as local code, compliance, best practice and buildability,
but also compatible with the local consciousness so that the
GCCP will meet the vision that the Gold Cost Council has
outlined. Already, the team has committed to numerous calls,
skype sessions and online collaborative activities which have
consolidated our collective effort.
All of the team can demonstrate significant relevant experience
in either cultural visions and buildings, creating civic spaces
and parklands, and providing innovative interventions that
support the two – whether on the Gold Coast or internationally,
but always providing contextually specific responses that meet
the client’s vision and local aspirations alike.
Our team has a combined wealth of experience and is able to
offer the full suite of integrated services that we envision are
required to achieve a holistic and elegant solution – together,
we believe this group, and the skills of known individuals,
will form a team of exceptional ability, creativity and
experience for the GCCP.
We have identified the core skills and suitability for all of our
proposed team, but we truly believe our best asset is the strength
of our combined design approach that will allow us to meet the
urban design objectives and vision for the GCCP as a landmark
statement and distinctive emblem of Australia’s fastest growing
and unique city.

Wilkinson Eyre’s architecture is based on an informed use of
technology and materials and combines a commitment to the spirit
of the new with an awareness of context. The approach to design
is based on the establishment of a clear brief and a legible working
diagram through close liaison with the client from the earliest stages
of a project. The practice’s reputation is founded on a commitment to
quality, programme and value for money which is demonstrated by a
number of repeat commissions for leading clients.
Paul Baker will be the design principal for the Wilkinson Eyre team.
He has over twenty five years of architectural experience across
a very broad spectrum of building types, with a particular emphasis
on the arts. His recent experience includes leading the team for the
award-winning Cooled Conservatories at Gardens by the Bay.

Grant Associates, Bath, UK
Lead Landscape Architect – Artscape
Grant Associates is a Landscape Architecture consultancy
specialising in the creative design of both urban and rural
environments, searching for the sparks of imagination
that connect the power and subtleties of the natural world
with the way in which we live and the places we live in.
Their approach is based on a process of peering into
the depths of a landscape and exploring its potential.
Grant Associates will take overall responsibility for the design
of the landscape architecture and public realm elements of the
project, leading the Artscape aspect of the project with m/CK
art, with contribution from Wilkinson Eyre for the Green Bridge,
and supported locally by Lat 27.
Andrew Grant RDI is Founder and Director of Grant Associates
and will act as overall design lead for the Artscape and will play
a key role in developing the creative landscape approach and
vision for the whole project. Andrew has over 25 years’ experience
as a qualified Landscape Architect and was Masterplanner and lead
designer for Gardens by the Bay, Bay South in Singapore and has led
a number of high profile multi-disciplinary projects in Asia and the UK.

After 24 years experience leading one of Austrlia’s major architectural
practices, Shane established Shane Thompson Architects to
focus on developing a more contemporary, client focussed service.
Shane is particularly well known for; his exceptional client consultation
and collaboration skills; large and complex project design team
leadership fostering a strong team ethos and client empathy. He has
well recognised skills, knowledge and experience of; major public
realm projects; sub-tropical design; working on the Gold Coast;
Cultural facilities; Public Art commissioning and integration with
architecture; tourism projects, and; international standard design.

Lat27, Brisbane
Local Landscape Architect and Urban Designer
Lat27 is a Brisbane-based multidisciplinary design studio.
Their goal is to shape inspirational, responsive environments of
enduring quality and legacy. Their team is experienced in delivering
exemplary public realm and master planning projects of the scale and
complexity of the GCCP. The leadership of Lat27 has demonstrated
successes in both the design and delivery of significant public realm
projects in South East Queensland – including the Gold Coast region.
These projects respond directly to our unique subtropical climate.
John Ilett, Project Design Director, has extensive experience in
managing and co-coordinating multidisciplinary teams on major
cultural, urban design and mixed use projects. He is committed
to facilitating creative design processes to create relevant,
distinctive and wholly integrated public realm outcomes.
Our team also comprises world-class and local engineers and
specialists who will enable the design of the GCCP to be realised
holistically, benefitting from a team of consultants who – between
them – have delivered world-class, award-winning, sustainable design
solutions, can demonstrate extensive expertise in the field of water
sensitive urban design, and in the case of our local consultants,
having carried out nearly all major Gold Coast projects in the
past decade.
Atelier Ten, London, UK
Lead Building Services and Environmental Engineer, London
EMF Griffiths, Gold Coast
Local Building Services and Environmental Engineer
Robert Bird Group, Gold Coast and London, UK
Structural and Civil Engineer
Design Flow, Gold Coast
Water Sensitive Urban Design
m/CK art, Gold Coast
Cultural and Public Art Consultancy
We have secured the services of Turner & Townsend, with worldwide
operations and a presence on the Gold Coast, and Jason McGrath
of Urban Planning Services, based on the Gold Coast, to provide
Cost Consultancy and Town Planning services respectively.
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SHEET 2 – PREVIOUS DESIGN WORK
Grant Associates: Harton Quays Park

“ We believe the following projects demonstrate the team’s collective
experiences and understanding that will be relevant to the GCCP,
ranging from award winning park designs through to site specific
cultural projects. Significantly, the individuals who have been involved
in these illustrated projects would play a key role on the GCCP. ”
EMF Griffiths
Palazzo Versace Hotel, Main Beach

Gateshead Millennium Bridge has been
commemorated on stamps and coins.

Wilkinson Eyre can demonstrate a plethora of culture and leisure
experience. Our portfolio includes multiple projects for the Museum
of London and the Science Museum, London, as well as waterside
cultural developments such as the new Mary Rose Museum,
Portsmouth, Southampton SeaCity Museum, and a major civic
centre in Liverpool which has achieved an iconic status.
Beyond our cultural experience, we have also a strong portfolio of
bridge design, including the iconic Millennium Bridge, in Gateshead.
International design team: Gardens by the Bay, Singapore

International design team: Gardens by the
Bay, Singapore

International design team: Gardens by the
Bay, Singapore

Grant Associates: Supertrees at Gardens
by the Bay

Grant Associates experience includes numerous parks and public
spaces, including recreational urban spaces that reinforce a sense of
community and focus. They believe a sustainable landscape exploits
the potential for connecting its various parts to become an integrated
whole. Discovering these connections between the micro and macro is
a crucial part of the creative process. Together, our team demonstrates
a wealth of important, relevant local and cultural projects.

Wilkinson Eyre: Liverpool Arena & Conference Centre

Our team of local consultants can demonstrate excellent experience
in delivering to the Gold Coast and the surrounding areas,
including Shane Thompson who has delivered projects locally and
internationally, EMF Griffiths who have had a hand in nearly all major
Gold Coast projects in the last ten years, and Robert Bird Group who
have a long history of projects on the Gold Coast.
International design team: Gardens by the Bay, Singapore
Grant Associates: Gardens by the Bay
Masterplan

Atelier Ten
Virginia Museum of Fine Art

Wilkinson
Atelier
TenEyre:
National
Theatre
Gateshead
Millennium Bridge

Shane Thompson Architects
Brolga Theatre, Maryborough

Warwick Regional Art Gallery

Lat27
Gold Coast Parklands Commonwealth
Games Athletes Village Business Case

Lat27 (Completed under previous
employment.) Southport Broadwater
Parklands, Gold Coast

Wilkinson Eyre: Liverpool Arena &
Conference Centre

Wilkinson Eyre: Mary Rose Museum
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SHEET 3 – NARRATIVE RESPONSE
Green Behind the Gold
Our proposals embed the uniqueness of the Gold Coast by using the
vibrant context as a metaphorical element throughout the design. The
design embodies the shape of a headland cluster through positioning
of buildings around a central space at the heart of the cultural precinct,
reinforcing a natural ecological framework and incorporating a
selection of existing facilities. The Elephant Rock at Corumbin beach
is central to this through the idea that a very hierarchical profile with
one element defines the character of the place creating shelter and
generating activity within, acting as a filter to the surrounding artscape
experience. It is an enabler that has a resonance with the shape of the
ancient Caldera of Mt Warning.

“ The unique position of the site situates the Arts Precinct as a microcosm
of the Hinterland, situated between the Gold Coast and Mt Warning,
Headland to Hinterland, recognised through both the architecture
which evokes this context, and maintaining key views to
Mt Warning, the lake, and the Gold Coast skyline. “

Headland to Hinterland: Between Sea and Mountain
The sense of arrival is heightened through sunken gardens and
waterfalls guiding upwards from a covered car park to the raised
terrace with planting creating an amazing subterranean character
suggestive of the Hinterland. Meanwhile, roof terraces on buildings
take advantage of the distant views, connecting with the Headland
and stunning views of the Gold Coast.

Concept Idea: Headland Cluster
The arrangement of the building-clusters reflects the geology of local
rock formations, grounding the architecture in an ecological vernacular.
Paths are created from an upper main terrace and lower gardens
beyond, as a transitional movement through a variety of experiences.
The buildings overhang the space with large cantilevers, allowing for
shelter with light and airy lobbies that push through the main theatre
and gallery spaces. The upper level terrace connects out to the east to
become a high level food and beverage terrace overlooking the Park,
as well as allowing a lower level terrace linking the galleries and car
park spaces with the perimeter landscape. A natural gathering point
emerges through its provision of access and egress to the Precinct’s
amenities including retail, cafes, restaurants, break-out and pre-theatre
gathering spaces.
Sub-tropical urban spaces are created with landscapes, courtyards,
water, public art and specialist lighting, while covered circulation
between the cultural facilities provide weather protection utilising an
arbour-like structure.

Climate: Responding to Nature
The design introduces water as a key element of the space, creating
character, life and cooling, and an aid to the Carbon Neutral target.
Buildings overhang waterways to create distinct spaces around the
edges of buildings, and help cool the air; in summer, this is aided
by misting systems in the central plaza, coupled with retractable
canopies.
The use of Photovoltaic Cells on roofs and canopies and incorporated
within a secondary structure on the theatre aids the energy
consumption of the Precinct. The space under main terrace
provides place for an energy centre servicing the complex. A labyrinth
system could be used to help temper some of the transient lobby or
semi-external spaces.
Additional environmental methods utilise desiccant cooling powered
by PV, dehumidification, water storage and cleaning, and the central
building core can be surrounded with a water network that deals with
WSUD and creates a wet-forest setting dealing with attenuation,
treatment etc.
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SHEET 4 – PLAN OF SITE CONTEXT
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1. Gold Coast City Civic Chambers
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3. St. Margaret’s Church
4. Ouyan Street Development

7.

5. New Drama Theatre
6. Living Arts Centre
7.	Arts Museum, Learning
and Community Centre

2.

8. Great Terrace
9. Amphitheatre
10. Main Raised Terrace

4.
14.

11.Sunken Gardens,
Nature’s Arch
12. Garden of Inspiration
13. Evandale Lake
14. Seasonal Water Feature
15. Pedestrian Bridge
16. Alternative Bridge Location
17. Vehicular Access to Car Park
18. Pedestrian Connections
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SHEET 5 – ILLUSTRATION OF ARTSCAPE
Natural logic is to raise the ground level to suit the entrance of the existing buildings
creating a raised terrace the main space, improving disabled access and a large
covered car park that enables plant-rooms, back-of-house spaces, VIP arrival, 		
				
and improved connectivity below. Physical links are 			
					
improved through the Bundall Road entry and
						a new pedestrian bridge.
View Over Linear Wetlands

The Hub

View Over Colonnade

Flora and fauna bio-diversity
information points

Wide views to the Surfers
Paradise skyline

Interactive art and forest
performance gardens

Incidental artworks in Park Setting

Wide views to Mount Warning
and neighbouring foothills

Interactive art and forest
performance gardens

Forest Play

Forest views

Art Walk

Water views

Evandale Lake extended and
edges planted with filtering
sedges and reeds
Urban lagoon and water curtain
at the centre of a built outcrop

Wider park views

Collection of rainwater run-off
from building roof tops
Collection of rainwater run-off
from public realm

Cascade from hub level down
to Evandale Lake
Water-sensitive Urban esign

Existing trees of value retained

Groups of tree planting with
special focus

Cleansing biotopes

Wet ground condition tolerant
species

Re-establishment of native
forest matrix species with shrub,
grassland and amenity turf areas
e.g. Acacia and Callitris forest

Water terraces: seasonal gardens
whose character and biodiversity
changes with the seasons
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SHEET 6 – ILLUSTRATION OF NEW ARTS MUSEUM AND LIVING ARTS CENTRE

Main Entry

Recreational Paths and Tracks

Secondary Entry

Pedestrian Bridge

Building Entry

Extent of Basement

Sustainability Strategy

Sustainability is core to our design ethos and
proposals. Initial ideas to reduce energy consumption
include power generating cladding, solar powered
dehumidification and energy storage, river/ground
water for cooling via heat pumps or marine chillers,
thermal labyrinths to condition in temperate months.
Rain water will be harvested and stored in lakes with
first stage treatment via aquatic planting and used for
non-potable WC flushing etc. Solar thermal stills can
be used to purify harvested water to potable standards
for drinking and external misting to temper exterior

Sun Path

Winter Winds

Harsh West Sun

Breeze Patterns

occupied spaces in the summer.
View Towards Terraces and Hub

Views to East –
Gold Coast Towers

Views from Roof Terrace

Views to West – Mount Warning

Views to Residential Community
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